FAQ Ramadan Challenge
What is Ramadan Challenge?
This is a program of preparing ourselves both physically and mentally so that we can utilize every single
moment of Ramadan successfully. However, this program is now continuing throughout the year.
Ramadan is the month of mercy, forgiveness, and protection. To attain the mercy, forgiveness and
protection from Allah, we take the challenge of connecting with him through his words; Quran. In the
Ramadan Challenge program, we attempt to understand Allah through his words (Quran), attributes (His
beautiful names) and the words of his Prophet (Peace be upon him)(Hadith). We learn different dua
(prayers) to seek Allah for his mercy, forgiveness, and protection. Although Ramadan Challenge started
as a Ramadan month program, now the program runs year-long.

When did Ramadan Challenge start?
In 2014, only 8-10 sisters started the Ramadan Challenge journey. The journey they started with Quran
grew bigger over the years. Now it has over 350 members worldwide, Alhamdulillah.
What is the purpose of Ramadan Challenge?
Every year we plan to use Ramadan in the best way, but because of our busy lives, we can not fulfil our
plan. Also, we don’t know if we will get the next Ramadan or if we will stay healthy or not. Ramadan
Challenge can help us stay organized and give us the opportunity to build an attachment with Quran and
Allah swt. This ongoing learning will enrich our Amal Nama, In Sha Allah.
Who can join Ramadan Challenge?
This is for mainly Bangladeshi Muslim community. Anyone interested can join Ramadan Challenge.
Do I have to pay to join this group?
No. It’s free and open for everyone.
Is Ramadan Challenge only for sisters?
Ramadan Challenge is open for Brothers and Sisters. In 2022, we have started a dedicated group for
Youth.
What do we do in Ramadan Challenge journey?
Every year there is a study plan for Ramadan Challenge. Study materials and resources are given ahead
of time for reviewing. This year, the groups will meet on Sundays and discuss on the teachings from the
study material.

Group members who are interested to present, will cover certain areas of the materials.
What is the syllabus for Ramadan Challenge?
Usually the topics are for each month:
Understanding the meaning of surah
Understanding of Allah’s name( Asma-ul-husna)
Memorization and understanding of daily life dua
Seerah of prophet Muhammad (SAW) (Self Study)
What is the resources for Ramadan Challenge? Recommended resources are:
Tafsir Ibn Kasir,
Tahfimul Quran,
If you are keen to Bengali lecturers you may find this resource beneficial: straight path Youtube
channel.
The link is
https://youtube.com/c/StraightPathBD,
and also learn from any renowned scholars' lectures.
How long is the Ramadan Challenge journey every year?
This year, Ramadan Challenge 2022 classes will run from March 27th to April 24th, 2022
How can I join Ramadan Challenge?
Whoever is interested, let us know. We will send you our sign up form to register and after that we will
add you in the group. Due to an increased number of people, there are 19 small groups for discussion.
These discussion groups are in Viber. All the communication among the participants take place in Viber.
We may use different platform to conduct our meeting and you will be advised ahead of time.
Sign up form link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1H4X0po1hmZjWwio2gqW9PecQMNoj7FRAc8Qj6ROh6Y4/edi
t?usp=sharing_eil_dm&ts=620fcce0
How do we do group discussion?

Group discussion is done on Zoom. All the members are divided into small groups for discussion. Most of
the groups also have Viber groups to communicate easily with the participants.
How long the group zoom discussion will take?
Discussions are weekly on Sundays for 90 minutes
Who is the coordinator of the Brothers’ Ramadan Challenge?
Musabbir Hasan (7809034676)
Who is the group leader and assistant group leader?
In 2022, 7 groups have been formed:
Group
Shahada
Sawm
Salah
Hajj
Zakat
Taqwa
Imaan

Team Lead
Masud Khan
Shafiq Islam
Mainul Bhuiyan
Mustafizur Rahman
Harun Sharif
Abdul Bari
Fahami Anis

Tel No
780 8870366
+17808606427
780 903 5745
+16476742600
+15879376323
+15877082567
+17806807951

Is Ramadan Challenge only in Edmonton?
Participants of Ramadan Challenge are spread across Canada, USA, Bangladesh, England, Sweden, Japan,
Italy, Australia, Singapore. Brothers from any part of the world can join.

